Setrab 10-Row Install Instructions

13SEP21

Tools Required:
-

Socket Set (metric)
Wrench Set (metric)
Pliers
Hose Cutter or Sharp Knife

Recommended:
-

Drain Pan
Shop Towels
Gloves

1. Remove the grill from your truck. Remove the two tabs on top of the grill and the screws
holding the grill in place. Remove the small panel on top of your grill and disconnect the
radar (2018 Tundra only). Pull the grill off the truck starting from the sides. It may feel
like you are going to break it however, it will take some force to pull out the tabs from
the fender extensions.
2. Removed the passenger side horn from the truck (12mm). Disconnect both connections
on the horn and remove the horn. Pry the pins on the horn cable to release the cable
from the frame (see picture on next page). Relocate the horn cable to the ovel opening
as depicted in the picture. Secure the horn with the provided (13mm) hex bolt (16mm
length, washers, and lock nut (13mm).
Note: The 16mm bolt will have a white dot on the head of the bolt to easily identify it
from the 18mm bolts.

Secure the horn bracket
with the 16mm hex bolt,
washers, and lock nut.

Relocate the horn cable here.
Push the pins on the cable
through the ovel opening.

3. Install the Setrab 10-Row cooler on the bracket. Secure both Setrab anti-vibration
brackets to the cooler utilizing the provided hardware. Install the cooler on the bracket
utilizing the M8-18m bolts, washers, and lock nuts (13mm). (See pictures below).
Front Side

Rear Side

4. Install the bracket/cooler to the truck. Secure the top of the bracket utilizing the
40mm hex bolt (12mm), fender washer, and stainless 3/8-inch spacer. The lock
nut attached to the 40mm hex bolt will thread on the back of the bolt once
installed. (See picture below).
Top Mount

5. Secure the bottom of the cooler by placing the back-plate bracket behind the
holes identified below (picture to the left). Work a carriage bolt behind the frame
and through the back-plate bracket and the bracket securing the cooler. Place a
fender washer on each bolt then tighten the carriage bolts utilizing the provided
lock nuts. (See pictures below).
Bottom Mount

6. Remove the factory Toyota inlet hose. Using your plyers, release the tension
clamps from each end of the inlet hose (see picture below). Place towel(s) under
the hose and remove the hose from the truck.

Release/Remove tension
clamps from each end of
the hose. Remove hose
from the truck.

7. Install the M22 to 6AN fittings on the cooler. Install the M22 to 6AN adapters on
each port of the cooler with tape on the ends ensuring the O-ring is fully seated
in each port on the cooler and not visible (the tape on the wrench ends will help
prevent damage to the aluminum fittings).
8. Install the 30⁰ and 45⁰ push lock fittings. The 30⁰ push lock fitting will be secured
to the top port of the cooler and the fitting end will point towards the port on the
factory transmission cooler (See picture on next page). The 45⁰ push lock fitting
will be secured to the bottom port of the cooler and the fitting end will point
towards the factory ATF hard line port. (See picture on next page).

Install 30⁰ fitting and
point the fitting end
toward the factory port.

Install 45⁰ fitting and
point the fitting end
toward the factory
hose port.

9. Install the factory inlet hose from hard line to cooler. Slip a tension clamp on each
end of the factory inlet hose you removed and install it from the hard line to the
45⁰ fitting on the bottom of the cooler. Place a tension clamp on each end to
secure it. (See picture below).

10. Install the 3/8” hose on factory cooler. Install the Toyota inlet hose provided
(end closest to the bend in the hose) on the port of the factory Toyota cooler.
Measure and cut the excess hose and install on the end of the the 30⁰ fitting
secured by a tension clamp. (See picture below).

Measure and cut
excess hose. Install
hose on 30⁰ fitting.

11. Fill oil cooler with ATF. Remove the Toyota inlet hose end from the factory cooler
and plug the end of the provided funnel into the hose end. Slowly pour ATF in the
oil cooler until it is full (oil cooler capacity is 0.25 quarts). Secure the hose with
tension clamp on the factory cooler when complete. (See picture below/next
page).

Slowly pour
Toyota WS in the
oil cooler until full.

12. Turn engine on and check for leaks. Before starting the engine, pin/bypass your
transmission thermostat (this will allow flow to your cooler at all temperatures).
Located on the thermostat is a bypass valve you will need to push in and lock in
place with a small metal rod. (See picture on next page).

Pin the bypass
valve utilizing a
small metal rod.

13. Remove bypass pin and Re-install grill. If no leaks are detected remove the
bypass pin you placed in the thermostat and re-install the grill on the truck.
Installation Complete.

Questions? Contact Genuine Cooling Systems
@genuinecoolingsystems@gmail.com

